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Redware Research Limited
Redware Research Limited is a software house specialising in solutions for
Microsoft CRM and Sage Accounting. We are both a Microsoft Registered Partner
and a Sage Developer. We are based on the south coast of England and welcome
telephone enquiries on 0845 3010 444 or +44(203) 1799 444.

We specialise in accounting and billing solutions and have add-on software for
Microsoft CRM to integrate your accounting system with CRM. We currently have
a packaged solution for Sage 50 accounting and we offer a consultancy package
to adapt our software to integrate with any accounting package.
Our 100-page Microsoft CRM User Handbook is available online to help you get
started and explore all the features of Microsoft CRM including the sales,
marketing, and service areas. You can read and print out chapters online or buy
the book. Please take a look and give us some feedback.
Redware has developed a range of software add-ons for Microsoft CRM covering
a broad range of functionality including:
•

VAT and Tax Calculation Workflow Activity.

•

SMS text messaging to mobile phones.

•

Fully integrated Business Credit Checking for UK and European Companies.

We sell software to help handle billing requirements for users of the Sage 50
accounting system which including:
•

Our intranet website application which makes your sales history available in a
browser to your Customer Service team.

•

Mass invoicing by uploading invoices into Sage from a spreadsheet.

Our non-commercial focus is to get young children and teenagers programming
with the Scratch programming language available free from the Lifelong
Learning Group at MIT and we have resources for parents and teachers available
on our website. We encourage you to empower your children with programming
skills using our training videos and lesson plans.
Please contact us with any enquiries on any of our products or for a discussion
on how our consultancy service might help integrate your business systems and
processes.
Stamati Crook
Redware Research Limited
32 Welbeck Avenue, Hove, BN3 4JL, England.
Telephone: +44 203 1799 444 or 0845 3010 444
http://www.redware.com
stamati.crook@redware.com
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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing or evaluating our Telecoms Billing software. This
document describes the software and we are very happy to demonstrate it to
you on request. Please call Stamati Crook on 0845 3010 444.
The Telecoms Billing Overview describes the business processes required to
produce bills from raw call detail records and introduces some billing
terminology used throughout the document (and noted in the glossary). Please
start here if you are new to telecoms billing.
This is followed by a software overview which explains how our software is
used to perform billing. We typically charge a setup fee which comprises our
time to make sure you have the knowledge to complete the first two billing
months successfully and you need to appoint a billing manager within your
organisation to understand the processes described here.
Our software is hosted and comprises a website for you to enter customer
information and some client software (running on Windows) to manage the
billing process and match and rate your call detail files.
The client software is used to determine any problems with rating the call detail
records which must be fixed (or the call details written off) before proceeding
with the monthly billing.
Monthly product rentals and other charges are added to the call costs and the
corresponding bills created after performing checking at least a portion of the
proposed bills.
Bills can be downloaded into Sage 50 to create invoices which are then uploaded
back to the website to be available in the customer portal.
The customer is able to view a summary report and a call details file as well as
the uploaded Invoice from Sage. You can email these files to each customer
and/or give them access to the files on the customer portal.
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Telecoms Billing Overview
Telecoms Billing Systems process files of call data by matching each call against
a customer record and rating it against a pricelist to produce a price for each
call.
The data often arrives from a third-party provider as a daily or monthly data file
known as a Call Details Records (CDR) file (see the glossary for more terms). This
file usually contains one record for each call containing the following minimum
level of information:
•
•
•
•

Number Dialled.
Originating Number (CLI) used to identify the Customer.
Duration in seconds or tenths of a second.
Date and Time of the Call.

Note that CDR files are often received from your own telecommunications
provider who has already put the Call Detail Records through their own billing
process and they may helpfully have added the account number and the retail
and cost price to the Call Details. If you just want to mark up the prices you can
avoid some of the complexities of billing by using this data but you lose the
flexibility to set your own destination tariff.
The billing process takes each call and first matches the originating number
against the customer database to discover the customer and pricelist to apply
to this call. Each call is then rated against the pricelist to produce a retail price for
the call. The pricelist contains the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

A retail price per minute for the call.
The retail price may differ for standard, economy and weekend time zones.
Some Destinations may have a minimum price per call.
A setup charge is added to some types of call (some calls will have only a
setup charge and no price per second).
A rating interval usually set to one second but sometimes rounding up the
duration to the nearest minute so the customer is billed 120 seconds
duration for an 85 second call for example.

They may be issues that prevent the matching and rating of an individual call.
These problem call records are placed in a suspense file for the billing manager
to look at. Each call in the suspense file is flagged with a suspense code that
illustrates the problem encountered. For example, there may be issues matching
the originating number for a new telephone line against a customer record
because the number has not yet been entered into the customer database (part
of a process known as provisioning).
Call Detail Records (CDR) may come from different sources depending on the
technical options employed by the reseller who may provide VOIP services with
one supplier and traditional telecoms services through another. An additional
consideration in the UK for some vendors is the processing of call details for
7

customers using BT lines which arrive in a special DEDS call details file which
needs processing alongside other CDR data.
Some telecoms resellers provide non-geographic numbers which allow
customers to make a call to the company at local call rates. In the UK these are
08 numbers but you may also have international access numbers that allow
people to call your customers from abroad at local rates.
Telecoms vendors are increasingly providing mobile calls to their customers
which can be handled in the exact same manner as a conventional call using the
handset number as the originating number. Often the mobile provider will rate
these calls for you as there are many bundled options which make calculation of
call costs difficult. In this case you may want to accept the provider price and
import the calls without rerating (or perhaps apply a mark-up).
Monthly bills also typically contain invoice items for handset rental or monthly
broadband and other monthly or occasional charges and perhaps annual
support charges.
Part of the job of a billing manager is to look at the suspense regularly and then
make sure the customer services are able to resolve any issues and reprocess
the suspense files. Billing often takes place on a particular day each month and
bills are produced for each customer only once all the calls in the suspense file
have been re-rated or written off. Part of the billing process is to perform a
reconciliation where a number of bills are checked for accuracy and the totals
for the month are checked against the telecoms provider invoice and validated
against previous months to look out for any problems.
The actual billing run often involves the creation of an invoice and a spreadsheet
file containing the monthly call data for each customer. Individual invoices or a
summary may also be imported into the accounting system.
One final thing to note about billing is that it is often a monthly process that uses
a call detail file created from a telecoms provider which itself has put the call
details through their billing process. The provider may also provide a daily file or
one may be available from local equipment (from an asterisk box or a local
telecoms switch). It is important to monitor the daily files for fraud in case a
customer’s system has been compromised.

Preparation
A good deal of preparation is required before a monthly billing run can be
completed successfully. It is possible to simply run a call details file through the
billing system and watch all the call records drop into the suspense file which will
provide a list of every action that needs to be performed to resolve billing issues
for each call. A more efficient process is to prepare the following data for
provisioning into the billing database:
•

Customers need to be entered into the database together with details of any
Originating Numbers to be used to match against the call detail records.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Monthly items need to be billed each month for example the rental of
handsets or monthly broadband fees or a maintenance fee or other system
costs.
Pricelist information needs to be maintained for each destination called by
the customer. The rating process places calls to any destinations that do not
have a valid retail price into the suspense file.
Many telecoms providers will include the cost information for each call in
their call details record which can be used to double check that each call is
being billed at a profit. An alternative is to create a pricelist for call costs and
to rate each call for both retail and cost prices as part to aid the reconciliation
process.
Call details may originate from different sources each of which may have a
different format. The pre-processing of each data file into a format that can
be processed by the billing system is called mediation and may need to be
set up by the technical team before billing can commence.
Mediation may also require the identification of additional information for a
call such as whether it was a data or voice call or a number translation or
operator assisted call.
Vendors may bundle calls together for a monthly fee especially for mobile
customers and bundled calls need to be identified from the CDR file or
calculated during billing as a discount against the call.

Suspense
A large part of the responsibility of a Billing Manager is to eliminate calls from
suspense. Each suspense record represents a call that cannot be billed to a
customer and therefore a potential loss of revenue. Some of these calls may be
due to an error by the telecoms provider and a mechanism might be required to
claw this money back from the provider if the call cannot be billed.
A variety of reasons can prevent a call being matched and rated successfully.
Here are some of the typical suspense reasons that might be encountered each
month:
•
•
•
•

Missing CLI (Originating Number) where no match is found in the customer
database.
Retail price of the call is less than the cost obtained using the cost pricelist or
from the provider’s cost data.
Invalid destination number.
Retail price for the destination not found in the database.

Each of these issues needs to be resolved and the suspense calls re-rated ready
for billing. The Billing Manager needs to clear all the suspense or write off the call
records prior to completing the billing process each month.
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Fraud
Fraud can occur, for example, over a bank holiday where a phone system is
compromised and used to set up a call shop over a weekend which can result in
thousands of pounds of fraudulent calls being made.
Many telecoms providers have their own sophisticated fraud monitoring or allow
you to set a daily maximum for each line to prevent exposure to expensive fraud.
This is highly recommended as a daily CDR file is not the best mechanism to deal
with fraud detection.
If no other process is available, the billing system can be used for monitoring
fraud by processing daily files and looking at patterns of usage compared with
previous months (for example flagging a 20% daily increase in calls from a
particular line).

Reconciliation
The reconciliation process is usually performed by the Billing Manager, maybe
together with the Accounts department, and involves a series of cross-checks to
make sure that there have been no errors during this month’s billing process.
Each company devises their own checks some of which might be taken from the
list below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A justification is required for each call written off in the suspense file and
occasionally revenue needs to be reclaimed from the provider.
Each individual call might be checked against the actual cost charged by the
provider or against a cost pricelist.
A percentage of the monthly bills for each customer should to be checked
manually.
The monthly totals for each customer (minutes and value) should be checked
against historical spending patterns to look for any discrepancy (or fraud).
Total duration and number of calls per destination can be checked against
historical trends.
The total duration and number of calls can be checked against the provider’s
invoice and often broken down by destination.
Totals for items other than calls need to be checked against supplier invoices
and historical trends both by customer and as totals by product type.

Reconciliation is critical to the billing process in order to protect revenue and any
errors need to be identified and corrected before the bills are sent out to the
customers. Sometimes the monthly billing run may need to be repeated (using a
backup of the database) if a major error is encountered.
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Billing
The final stage in the billing process once reconciliation is complete is the
creation of the customer bills and their fulfilment by sending out emails or
importing data into the accounting system.
This final stage typically involves some or all of the following:
•
•
•

Creation and emailing of a spreadsheet and maybe a summary sheet
containing a call summary for each customer.
Importing of billing information into the accounting system for the
production of invoices.
Interfacing with a payment system (such as direct debit in the UK) for
payment processing.

Billing is an endless cycle and processing of daily call details and suspense may
continue during the billing process or immediately once billing is complete in
preparation for the next month of bills. Larger companies may need to stagger
billing into a weekly process for different groups of customers to regulate the
Billing Manager’s workload or level out the cashflow.
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Software Overview
This document describes the process of implementing and running the Telecoms
Billing System from Redware Research Limited. Our dedicated website is at
http://www.telecoms-billing.com.
Please read our Overview on Telecoms Billing if you need a refresher on the
meaning of some of the terms used in this document – mediation, provisioning,
matching and rating, suspense, fraud and billing.
Our software is a hosted system so you do not need to invest in servers or
database infrastructure to run your billing.
Billing is usually a monthly process which creates two files that can be emailed
automatically to each customer along with an invoice from your accounting
system:
•

•

A document showing a summary of call charges together with a list of any
monthly charges such as line or equipment rental and internet hosting
charges.
A data file in CSV format containing a list of all the calls made during the
month together with the destination and prices.

A summary data file of all the items billed for all customers is also produced for
you to import into your accounting systems and we provide the facility to import
invoices directly into your accounting package. Currently we support:
•
•
•
•
•

Sage 50 (UK, ROI, NZ, SA, AUS)
Sage 200
Quickbooks Online
Xero
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales CRM.

We also sell utility software and consultancy to help you send accounting data on
to your payment provider to process direct debits or credit card payments for
example.
The billing process begins each month with the uploading of Call Details Records
(CDR) into the database. Our client software allows you to specify the exact
format for the upload and set up advanced features to detect non-geographic
and bundled calls for example. We help you setup the configuration for each
type of CDR as part of the setup process and you can add additional sources of
Call Details at any time.
Calls are processed and matched against a customer and rated against a pricelist
tariff for each destination as it is uploaded for the first time. Problem calls that
have data missing from the billing database are passed into a suspense file for
the person appointed as your Billing Manager to view and fix or pass on to the
Customer Services team. Typical issues encountered on a daily basis might be
the need to add an Originating Number against a customer record once a new
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line has become active or the need to enter a retail and cost price for a new
destination that has not been encountered before.
Customer information is maintained using the website application or by
uploading data from spreadsheets (or programmatically using the API). Typically
you will use the website to add new customers and then maintain a list of
services against them. Services include:
•

Landline or VOIP – typically a single number or a range of numbers.

•

Mobiles usually have a separate pricelist perhaps also with a bundle.

•

Non-Geographic numbers or international access codes.

•

Products – these can be one off or more typically regular payments for line
and equipment rentals, broadband, support activities and so forth on a
monthly, quarterly, or annual basis.

A sample screenshot from the website is shown below. Customer care staff can
change customer details and add service details (Originating Numbers) or
monthly costs to each customer as well as view past billing history. This is the
method of specifying provisioning data for customers after the initial preparation
phase.

Suspense reports are also available as spreadsheet files and have a different
format according to the suspense code. An example is shown below where calls
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have a retail price which is less than the cost price. The options for this category
of suspense is to change either the retail price or the cost price and rerate the
calls or to accept the calls as they are for billing. Sometimes the calls need to be
written off and perhaps the telecoms provider contacted for a refund if these
calls cannot be billed.

Our approach to the preparation phase involves the following tasks and
processes:
•
•

•

•
•

Customers and products can be uploaded from the accounting system or
spreadsheet uploads as well as date entry using the website.
Addition of originating numbers (CLI) for each customer by uploading a
spreadsheet or website data entry. Note that this can be done at a later stage
when processing suspense after the first CDR is processed.
Pricelists need to be created for both cost and retail pricing by destination
unless you are simply marking up the provider charges. For the UK, you need
to decide on the access charge for non-geographic numbers (typically
between 6 and 12 pence).
Customer Products need to be specified for additional monthly charges
according to your business model.
We may need to take a look at your call details files (you may have several
sources of call data) and setup the mediation process for each format so that
you can upload the call data successfully into the billing database. We might
need to deal with call bundles in this way.

© redware research limited 2020.

•

Advanced mediation settings such as number translation or other features
may need to be built into the processing of your call details. We have special
processing for the DEDS file received by BT Openreach customers.

At this point, you are in a position to process call details through the system. Any
problems with individual calls will result in them being placed in a suspense file
which you can view and rerate with the client software.
•

•
•

Reconciliation reports are available that summarise the billing activity for the
current month so you can cross-check against provider invoices and historical
trends before completing the monthly billing. Most Billing Managers also
physically check a number of customer bills for accuracy.
The final billing process results in an email going out to each customer and
integration with your accounting and payment systems.
Billing is a monthly process and you also need to consider daily monitoring of
call data to monitor and anticipate issues with fraud.

Fast Setup
Fast setup is possible if you are making up the cost or retail price already
contained in the CDR received from your telecoms provider. In this case only the
access charge needs to be specified to be in a position to rate all calls.
If you are connected to an accounting package then customer and product
information can be imported automatically.
The simplified onboarding process follows these lines and can be self-managed:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Email us the CDR file so we can configure for you.
Download the Billing software and connect to your accounting package.
Import the customers and products from the accounting database into the
telecoms billing database.
Process your CDR and look at the suspense. You will need to add the CLI
records for all incoming lines against the customer using the website or our
suspense tools and then rerate the calls.
Add any monthly billing items for each customer.
You are now ready to perform the first billing run and create invoices to push
into your accounting system.

Traditional Setup
The traditional setup adds the creation of a pricelist with tariffs for each
destination to the fast setup above.
We offer a setup phase to help configure the software and also train you in using
the system with experience of some of the issues that might occur in a typical
billing cycle. Often, we might process a couple of months of historic data with
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you as part of the setup either with a day onsite or remote consultancy with a
remote session of an hour a day over a week.
We start by configuring the CDR data format for you so you can upload CDR into
the system. The suspense data gives you an idea of the progress you are making
with the provisioning process.
We usually help you with the initial provisioning of the system by asking you to
prepare spreadsheets containing the data we require to bill the call details. We
provide you with sample spreadsheets which you complete and we upload into
the database:
•
•

•

•

•

A spreadsheet of all customers is required each with an account number (or
you can upload accounts directly from the accounting database).
We provide you with a spreadsheet of all the possible destinations and you
enter as many of the cost or retail prices as you can. We can sometimes
massage the data from your provider if you have pricing data in a suitable
format for us to process automatically.
You can create a retail price tariff directly from a cost tariff by copying the
cost tariff and applying a 20% mark up for example. You can then add specific
retail pricing for any important destinations such as UK national and mobile
calls and you can create as many pricelists as you like.
You can upload the originating numbers for each customer from a
spreadsheet or use the website to enter this information alongside any
monthly billing costs for the customer. You can also specify the pricelist
against the customer for a particular originating number so that you apply
different pricelist for traditional telephony and VOIP calls for example.
Add monthly or annual charges such as handset or equipment rental and
maintenance contracts.

Technical
•

•

You may need to give us details of your call details file format (and sample
files) so we can implement the mediation layer necessary for successful
importing of call data into the billing database. Special features may need to
be implemented for number translation and operator assisted calls and for
the bundling of calls.
We also need your logo and simple design information such as the font you
would like to use so we can design the format of the billing summary to be
emailed to the customer.
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Fraud
Our software allows matching and rating of a parallel CDR database if required
although we recommend you ask your provider for information on their fraud
control systems.
Typically your telecom vendor supplies daily files for fraud control and will send a
different set of data at month end for the billing process. You can use a parallel
fraud database here just for fraud monitoring and process the CDR again when
the monthly file is received. This can also help you prepare suspense more
easily.

Suspense
Call Details files are provided daily or monthly by most providers and you may
also be creating calls from your own switch or asterisk system. Our client
software must be configured for each source of data and you place the call
details files into the appropriate folders for processing.
The Billing Manager can view a suspense report after every upload and begin to
resolve any issues using the web interface to add or alter information in the
database. The re-rating process processes the calls again resulting in a new set
of suspense data.
You may need to run the re-rating process more than once per day as you get
close to your monthly billing date. The Billing manager must resolve or write off
any suspense before monthly billing can take place.

Reconciliation
A number of reports are available that monitor the current state of monthly
billing and produce a comparison against the previous months data. You must
define your own reconciliation procedure often involving reports (spreadsheets)
containing the following data:
•
•
•
•

Summary per customer for this month and the previous month.
Summary per destination for this month and the previous month.
Summary per telecoms provider for this month and the previous month.
Individual details of the monthly and call costs to be invoiced for each
customer.

Summary data usually includes the number and total duration of all calls
together with the retail price and cost price and also the CDR cost price from the
telecoms provider if supplied in the call details file.
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Billing
The billing process can take place once reconciliation is complete and results in
an email being sent to the customer with a document containing the billing
summary of call costs and monthly costs together with a spreadsheet format
data file of all call details.
The invoices can be imported directly into your accounting package as product
invoices or transaction files integrated with your own systems and third party
payment providers. The bills and spreadsheet files are available for download by
the customer if you create a portal user against the account using the customer
service website.

© redware research limited 2020.

Customer Service Website
Home
The Home page is available as soon as you log on and contains links to this
manual and the client software as well as some product videos.

Search
The default page for the CARE menu is the search page allows you to search the
different areas of the billing database. Select the appropriate entity in the mode
selection box and type some text to make your search:
•

Customer.

•

CLI - Originating Number.

•

NGN - Number Translation.

•

Customer Products.

•

Bills.

•

Pricelists.

•

Products.

A single search field is provided which searches several different fields in the
target database and pressing the SEARCH button produces a table of the
required data.
Clicking on the link in the first column will take you to the page for the required
entity. You can also add a new customer with the ADD CUSTOMER button. You
can sort the table by clicking on the column header.
19

Note that we have % as a wildcard – so you can search for all companies with the
word BUILD in the name with the search term %BUILD%.
This example below shows you a search for customers. Clicking on the customer
link will take you to the page for managing that particular customer.

Customer
The Customer page gives you access to all the options for maintaining
information and services for a customer. The menu along the top of the page
gives access to the following options:
•
•

•
•
•

Return to the search page (you can also add a new customer from here).
View the services for a customer. Services include Originating Numbers (CLI)
for processing call details and monthly products and packages as well as nongeographic numbers provisioned against that account (see the services
section).
Bills allow access to previous billing information for the customer.
Portal allows you to create a user to give customers read-only access to their
bills and calls.
There are options with some of the accounting packages we support to
upload PDF copies of the invoices to the telecoms billing portal.

An edit and save button allows you to change the details held against a
customer. Note that the address information relates only to the billing contacts
and you may need to update information in your accounting database
separately.
The account is not initially active once the data is entered (or uploaded) and
must be activated by customer service staff pressing the ACTIVATE button on this
page.
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Note that sometimes we disable the edit functionality on customers and
products within the website so that all data is synchronised from the accounting
database or from Microsoft Dynamic s365 CRM Sales.

The following fields are important from a billing point of view:
•
•
•

The account number needs to match your accounting records.
The email address is sometimes used to email bills and call details.
Start and End date and the active flag are used to control when an account is
active.
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Services
The services webpage provides access to most of the provisioning functionality
of the system. You can control the following services from this webpage:
•
•
•

CLI/Originating numbers which allow a match against your call details
records.
Number Translation for 0845 and other non-geographic numbers assigned to
the account.
Products which may be billed once only or monthly or annually.

Service Report
The service report is a simple webpage that can be printed out or emailed to the
customer as a summary of the active services provisioned against that account.

© redware research limited 2020.

CLI - Originating Number
The Originating Number (CLI) can be a single number or a continuous range of
numbers depending on the requirements of your system. Sometimes a different
identifier that is not a valid phone number may need to be specified for VOIP
Switches or mobile handsets.

You can enter a SINGLE NUMBER to enter a CLI. Choose the HANDSET option to
enter a character based identifier that is not a phone number. You may also
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want to enter a RANGE of numbers for example 012647172500 to 012647172599
if you need to pick up a range of extensions in the call details.
The product is important for driving accounting information and will default to
CLI. You can change the product specified if you have special requirements for
accounting against a different general ledger (nominal) for example.
The postcode, connection, and provider fields are not required for billing and
are for information only. If you use BT Openreach services you will need your
own interface to the WLR3 system as we do not support provisioning through BT
(although we do support billing with the DEDS CDR received daily from BT).
Note that the pricelist is inherited from the customer record but you can specify
a different pricelist for individual services. This is useful if you want to provide
one pricelist for traditional telephony and a different pricelist for VOIP services.
The start and finish dates and active flag are important for controlling the
processing of CDR. Any call details that fall outside of these dates will go into
suspense so you can make sure that your telecoms provider has ceased
providing a service on your customer equipment. You need to use the start and
finish dates if you want to switch a service between customers.

Number Translation
Number Translation can be set up easily in the billing system and will need also
to be provisioned with your provider or on your equipment. We need technical
information on how these calls are represented in your call details files when we
set up your system so we can make the relevant adjustments in the mediation
process that loads your call details files into the billing system.

The non-geographic number is specified in the number field and the number it
maps on to is specified in the destination field. The destination field can be a
© redware research limited 2020.

mobile number or a national number and the system uses the default pricelist of
the customer to calculate costs.
We can cope with the special case of international toll free numbers but need to
set up special processing in the mediation layer. International toll free numbers
are specified in the access field and also mapped onto a number that may be
used in the call details file and a destination for calculating the price (in this case
an international number).
The product is always NGN (for non-geographic number translation) and the
provider is for information only. The active, start, and end dates should match
your provisioning so you can check if your provider is still passing calls through
when you have de-provisioned the number.
Pricing is a little complicated for non-geographic calls because there are two
parts to the calculation. The first applies a price per second to the incoming leg
of the call which in some cases is a negative amount if the customer receives a
payment for each incoming call (as on 0845 and premium rate numbers in the
UK). The second leg is the outgoing part of the call normally to a line installed at
the customer premises and charged as a national call. The combination of the
two prices is the amount charged. This allows you to specify and charge for any
number as the recipient of a non-geographic call.

Product
The available products are predefined in your system often by uploading from
the products defined in your accounting database.

The frequency, quantity and unit price are used for billing together with the
active flag, start and end dates. The description field is for information and is
copied into the invoice and billing summary each month and the billed date
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shows you the date that the customer has been billed to. Occasionally you will
need to use the billed date to calculate the amount required for a credit note if a
customer cancels the product after they have already paid for the time.
The following values for frequency are permitted:
•
•
•
•

Once only appears only once on the next bill.
Monthly appear each month.
Quarterly appear each quarter using the start date as the date reference.
Annual appear once a year on the anniversary of the start date.

Portal User
You can setup user details for a customer account using the portal users page
available from the bottom of the Customer webpage to allow access to the
website for customers to view their bills and CDR.
Add a portal user against a customer account using the Add Portal User button
or edit the details by pressing the link. Once on the portal user webpage you can
email a forgotten password to the user by pressing the Email User Details
button.

Pricelists
Pricelists are maintained using the client software but you can view them from
the website.
A base pricelist is often created and other pricelists inherit from their parent
pricelist so you can take all the prices from a cost tariff for example and multiply
by 1.25 to create a retail tariff with a 25% mark-up. You can also inherit from a
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pricelist and just change a couple of entries there to change the prices to a
couple of destinations.
Note that many telecoms providers will rate the calls in the CDR and provide you
with a cost or retail price which you can mark up. This means that you can
implement simple billing. In the UK you still need to inherit from our special
pricelist and provide an access charge (usually between 6 and 12 pence per
minute) so that we can re-rate calls to special non-geographic numbers as
required by Oftel (or alternatively you can note the access rate charged by your
provider with the mark up in case you need to respond to any customer
enquiries).
A tariff is the price for a call to a particular destination and a pricelist is a
collection of tariffs. Each tariff has the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A band name
Standard, Weekend, Economy tariff per minute I to four decimal places. A
band costing 27 pence a minute would have the value 0.2700.
The minimum price for a call – the call has to have a duration.
A setup fee for a call – the call has to have a direction.
The increment for billing is usually 1 second but you can round up to 15
seconds for example by entering 15 for the increment.
Currency – it is possible to have multiple currencies but each customer can
use just one currency.
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Suspense
Suspense call detail records cannot be billed because there is some information
missing. This topic is covered in detail in later section of this document
discussing the billing process with the client software.

Web users can view the suspense report from the website to help resolve any
issues and help with the billing.
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Reports
Reports are available on the Bills and Bill Items and Call Details.
Select a date range and the required report and press SHOW to view the data in
the browser or DOWNLOAD to download locally to a file as a CSV file. Check the
EXCEL checkbox to download to Excel.
The DIMENSIONS allow you to select the columns of the report to product
different summaries for analysis. The report below shows the BILLITEMS report
breaking down the figures to show a summary for each product. You may select
any combination of dimensions to produce different reports. An alternative is to
leave the dimensions clear and download as an Excel spreadsheet and use the
pivot table function there.

These reports are useful for reconciliation and might be used in conjunction with
the data output at various stages of the billing process to help check and validate
the totals.
For example, you may be billed line rental from a provider and you could specify
different products for each different product billed by the provider. A bill items
report by product for the month in question could help cross checking against
the invoice received from the provider.
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Downloads
The downloads area allows you to download the latest client for windows. You
should only need this if you are the billing manager or an administrator.
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Telecoms-Billing Client
The Telecoms-Billing Client is designed to help manage the integration of your
billing data with your existing systems. You can upload information directly from
the Sage 50 accounting package into the customer service database or export
tab-delimited text files for integration with your own systems.
The client software communicates with the server using a SOAP API so you can
write your own programs for automated integration with your existing systems.
The following functionality is available:
•

Import customers and products from the accounting package.

•

Import services and pricelists from a text file.

•

Export customers, customer products, services, and pricelists to a tabdelimited text file or an excel spreadsheet.

•

Upload and match and rate Call Details.

•

View and re-process Suspense.

•

View the Suspense Report.

•

Re-rate or write off suspense records.

•

Create Bills from Call Details and Monthly Product items.

•

Create Invoices in the accounting package.

•

Upload invoices from the accounting package together with bills and
associated files to the customer portal.

•

Change settings.

There are also some tools available to help process suspense quickly and to
specify the configuration of the CDR file.
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Installation
You can also install the client directly from the website as a “Click Once”
application which installs automatically on your machine. The Click Once
installation will automatically ask you to update the software periodically and is
the recommended installation procedure if your security allows (the application
is not signed with a trusted source and so can cause problems with some PCs).
Click on the appropriate link in the Downloads area and negotiate the security
prompts to allow the application to install. On Windows you may need to click
the ‘More Info’ button and then ‘Run Anyway’ to install.
The application is available from the Windows button at the bottom left of the
screen and also creates a shortcut for you. If you need to find the program
location of the ClickOnce program – run the program and open the PROGRAM
FOLDER from the front page of the application.

Alternatively, we may send you a link to a zip file from the server to extract to a
folder of your choice. This is the usual scenario for a server installation (or Azure)
or if you have Sage 50 which requires a different version for each version of
Sage. Double click on telecoms-billing-client.exe to run the software.
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Settings
Once you are running the software, enter your username and password and click
Test and Save. The program will remember this from now on.
You also choose which accounting package (if any) you wish to integrate with.
Note that the accounting setup page will only appear when you close and open
the software.

Sage Setup
Log in to your Sage under HELP-ABOUT to see the DATA DIRECTORY which
always ends in ACCDATA and copy the folder location to the FOLDER on the Sage
Setup page.
We advise you to create a new user in Sage will full access as you cannot be
logged in to Sage and run our software at the same time.
The Sage Report is the file used to generate the PDF Invoice documents from
Sage.
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Enter the output folder as all the bills and PDF documents are output to this
folder. The Sage Report is the LAYOUT file used to generate invoices for the
customer portal if required.
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Data Synchronisation
Data integration with the accounting package or Dynamics 365 CRM Sage is
straightforward allowing you to load customers and products into the telecoms
customer service database. You need to have configured the appropriate
connection using the SETU.
Simply select the CUSTOMER or PRODUCT entity from the SETUP DATA tab and
press SHOW to display the available data. You can filter the records displayed by
typing the first few letters of the account number in the search textbox or select
the most recently modified records by typing the modification date into the date
textbox.

Select the data required with CTRL-A, CTRL-CLICK or SHIFT-CLICK using the
record selector at the left of each record or select all by clicking to the left of the
first field (this is the default if you make no selection).
Click the UPLOAD button to load into the customer service database. Existing
records will be ignored or overwritten depending on the settings.

Data Export
A good way to understand the format of the import files is add a few records into
the system and then export the data. You can open the files up in a spreadsheet
package or in notepad and see the structure.
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You can export all Customers, Services, Customer Products, and Pricelists in tab
delimited or excel format. You can edit the data and reimport with changes using
the import module (but only using the tab-delimited format).

Data Import
The import function is used to populate the customer service database from tabdelimited text files. The following data can be synchronised:
•
•
•
•

Customers
Customer Products
Customer Services (CLI and NGN)
Pricelist Tariffs

The best way to understand the format of the files is to add a record or two
using the customer service website and then export the data. You do not need to
provide all the fields in order to bill and you can edit the data using the website.
The export/import files are tab-delimited text files which can be edited and
created easily with any spreadsheet package. The first line contains tab-delimited
field names that must match the columns in the relevant data entity. The
example below has field names caccount, cname, ctype, ccontact and so on to
match the corresponding field names in the customer entity of the customer
service database.
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Use the IMPORT button to show the data from the tab-delimited text file and
then CHECK for any invalid data before pressing the UPLOAD button to push the
data into the database.
Please be careful when using Excel to edit files because it will often chop the
leading zero off any phone numbers.
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Billing Cycle
The Billing Cycle is performed each month to push CDR into the system, resolve
any data issues, perform reconciliation and then invoice the customers.
Our recommended procedure involves keeping a tally of both the number of
CDR records and the value all the way through the billing process. Storing
spreadsheets and recording totals each month and keeping a best practise
document is also recommended.
The process is as follows:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Place the CDR in the appropriate folder and load into the database keeping a
record of the total number of records and the cost (there may be multiple
sources).
Resolve any suspense and write off any records making sure the total
number of records and cost price tallies.
Decide on the BILLING and the BILL UP TO DATE and export the BILLS and
double check the call value and especially the additional products which you
can check against incoming supplier invoices or last month’s totals.
Create the Bills once they have been checked.
Create the Invoices in the accounting package if appropriate and check the
totals match the Bills and the tax is correctly calculated.
Output all the required files (and invoices) to the output folder for checking
and email a link to the customer portal with each invoice.
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CDR Call Details
Your application is configured with a number of folders for you to place your Call
Details (CDR) files. Each folder defines files of a particular format so it is very
important to place the correct CDR file in the appropriate folder.

Select the appropriate folder with the dropdown on the top right of the window
and any corresponding files will show in the grid. You can select the file and
press SHOW to see the contents of the file.

Check the data before uploading. If the data in a CDR file looks very wrong – best
not to upload and contact support.
At a minimum the file should have the following information:
•

A Number (originating number)
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•

B Number (number dialled)

•

Date and Time

•

Duration

Additional information is often specified. The Text and CDR Price and Cost are
useful for double checking problem calls and, depending on the tariff, the cost
and price fields from the CDR might be used for billing.
Press the match and rate button to match and rate without uploading into the
database. The CTYPE field shows non-geographic numbers (NG) usually
identified by something in the accompanying text field. Some calls may also be
flagged as bundled calls (BD) and not rated with the remailing national (NA) and
international calls (IN) and mobile (MB) calls identified.
Successfully matched calls will have the account number specified and
successfully rated calls will have a price specified and a SUSPENSE ID of zero.
Calls that cannot be matched and rated will have a SUSPENSE ID specified and
can be processed later by rerating suspense.
Pressing UPLOAD will match and rate and push the records into the database.
The extension of the file is changed to TXT (usually) to prevent you loading the
same data again and you need to be careful and submit all the required Call
Details once only.
If the data is incorrect with the fields in the wrong places then you need to
reconfigure the CDR configuration (see the Tools section) or email
support@telecoms-billing.com with a copy of the file and details of the changed
configuration. We can then alter the configuration for you.

Suspense
One of the biggest jobs for a Billing Manager is to clear the suspense from the
call details. The suspense records represent an issue with the underlying data
that needs resolution.
You can press the SUSPENSE REPORT button at any time to view the suspense
report and save and email on to the people in your team who need to resolve
the issues by changing the data using the website.
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Alternatively you can view the suspense from the suspense form. There are 30 or
so different suspense codes although you will usually encounter only four or five
in any one month of billing.

Select the required suspense code from the drop down to view more
information. Information relevant to each suspense code is shown so the
following example shows the ANUMBER together with a little note on the action
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required. You can see number of calls and the price and the cost as well as the
first and last date that calls appear.

In this case you must identify the customer for each ANUMBER and enter a
SERVICE using the web application. Press RERATE once you have fixed some or
all of the data and the Call Details will be rerated until finally they all have
suspense code 0 – READY TO BILL. Note that the rerating process can take a
while if there are many records to process.
You are able to WRITE OFF calls that are not required and do not need to be
seen by the customer but if you write off calls with a cost against them, it will
cost you money. If you find you are regularly writing off calls then there may be a
problem with your records or you may be receiving call details that are
mistaklenly allocated to you and you can think about challenging your bill.
If the calls seem to have been priced correcltly you can ACCEPT them and then
will be billed to the customer with the currently calculated price. This is the
recommended option if the PRICE is less than the COST and is required before
these calls can be billed.
You should clear all suspense from the system each billing period by resolving
the data problems and rerating or with the accept or write off options so call
details do not lurk about from month to month. Keep records of any written off
records and you may like to export them each month for revenue assurance
reasons.
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Create Bills
You can create the bills once all the Call Details have been rated successfully for
the month.

Use this window to create the bills for the month. Enter the text you want to
describe the month as the CALL DETAILS TEXT. This appears to the right of the
description in the invoice and is usually of the form OCT 2020 or 2020/10/012020/10/31.
Enter the INVOICE DATE which is the invoice date fed into the accounting system.
Be sure to note the total amounts being billed for Calls and other items for
reconciliation checks.
The LAST BILL DATE is used to work out the date for the end of the billing period
for monthlt items. For example – you may have some monthly broadband on a
customer who is being billed on 9/11/2020 for October CDR. If you set the LAST
BILL DATE to 31/10/2020 they will be billed in arrears to end of October. If you
set the LAST BILL DATE to 31/11/2020 – they will be billed in advance to end of
November. The system will create multiple line items if more than one month is
billed.
The BILL TO LAST DATE option will pro-rata billing for monthly items so the end
dates all match the LAST BILL DATE. If the LAST BILL DATE is 31/10/2020 and the
billing period for an item ends of 10/10/2020 – then the extra days will be added.
Press SHOW BILLS and EXPORT BILLS to view and reconcile the items before
proceding to the next stage. You should be checking product descriptions and be
running pivot tables in Excel to reality check the totals for each customer and the
totals for each product against last months data.
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You can now press CREATE BILLS to create the bill items but only once you are
sure the items and descriptions are correct. This will close off the bills and
change the billed date on the monthly product items so that subsequent call
details are held against a new bill for each customer.

Create Invoices
The Billing process creates transactions for each service with calls to bill this
month and also for each customer product. The Invoicing process takes these
transactions and pushes them into Sage.

Use the SHOW and EXPORT buttons to check that you have the same number
and value of transactions as you created in the BILLING window.
Now you are ready to create the invoices in the accounting package but first
make a backup of your accounting system if possible. Now you can CREATE
INVOICES to create the invoices in your accounting package.
If you do not have an accounting package specified – you may see the greyed out
option specified VAT. This will set a tax rate of 20% on all items.
You can see the invoices being created on the underlying windows and can
consult the log file in the program folder in case of any errors.
Now you can reconcile the totals in Sage against the amount you expected to be
exported from the spreadsheet to check if anything is missing. Sage 50 will let
you export the highlighted invoices from the Invoice List so you can compare.
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Fulfilment
The final stage allows you to download files and invoices and set the status so
you can begin all over again.
You may UPLOAD INVOICES from the accounting package on to the website for
the Customer to retrieve directly. You may need to make sure the invoices are
approved within the accounting package – then highlight the accounts and
PROCESS to create a copy of each invoice, direct from the accounting package.
The PDF is copied locally into the output folder and also up in to the Cloud so the
end customer can access from the portal.

Selectiing the DOWNLOAD BILLS AND SUMMARY option copies the HTML and
CSV and XLSX files down to the billing folder for each customer. The documents
comprise:
•
•

•
•

CSV file containing all the Call Details with customer descriptions.
XSLX spreadsheet file also containing all the Call Details with customer
descriptions (note that Excel removes zeros from the beginning of the string
representing a phone number).
HTML statement showing the amount and tax billed broken down by SERVICE
and then also by DESTINATION.
PDF Copy of the HTML Statement.
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Reconciliation
Every billing manager needs to create a reconciliation spreadsheet and check a
proportion of the invoices before sending out to the customer.
This should be done at every stage but also particularly before sending out
invoices to the customers. You can reconcile the call details by noting the
number of calls and the total direction at each stage in the process so you can
account for any discrepancies and losses along the way.
An example checklist follows:
•

Note the number of calls and the total duration and cost (from the provider
invoice if costs not present in the call details) for each source of data.

•

Note the number and value of calls written off from suspense.

•

Check the calls in the READY TO BILL section of the suspense report against
your running totals for the call details.

•

Export the bills before creating them and reality check the totals by customer
and by product against your figures for the previous month.

•

Reality check against the costs of the provider invoices for call details against
the retail total for the relevant products.

•

Check the totals and the detail lines for each product against the provider
invoice.

•

Check the total amount invoiced in Sage against the total amount created in
the billing items.

•

Check a proportion of bills and export files periodically.
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Suspense Tools
Suspense is normally dealt with by the customer service staff entering data into
the website. One common suspense record is 21 CLI NOT FOUND which requires
a new service against a customer to be entered so that the A NUMBER gets a
match or perhaps the start date needs to be changed against an existing record.
The standard procedure is for the persons responsible to view the suspense
report from the website and attempt to fix any errors in provisioning. Any call
details where the underlying problem has been fixed will be processed
successfully the next time the billing manager re-rates.

There are some tools to aid productivity and allow the billing manager to deal
quickly with some common suspense scenarios.

Pricelist Editor
The pricelist editor lets you change prices in a tariff.
Be careful to make sure the DATE UPDATED is set to the beginning of the period
you want to bill from so the correct history of price changes is maintained in the
database. The old price will apply from before the date specified if any Call
Details are rated or related.
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CLI Suspense Tool
The CLI SUSPENSE TOOL for example allows A NUMBERS to be quickly allocated
against a customer. Simply select the customer from the dropdown on the right
(and a tariff if required) and specify a start date to create the appropriate service
records against the customer. Note if you want to specify a range of number
then use the website to enter the appropriate range of numbers.
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Tariff Suspense Tool
The tariff suspense tool is an easy way to enter tariffs into the system often
employed the first time you set up billing. Press SHOW to view all the Error 43
suspense records which shows you the destination with a missing tariff.
Press DEFAULTS to extract a best guess for the required tariff. This might be
taken from the cost or retail figures in the call details or from the standard BT
Tariff. You can edit the numeric figures here and so set your required prices for
each destination for standard, weekend and economy rates. You can see the
pricelist on the leftmost column so please ensure that you enter data against the
parent pricelist if you have a pricelist hierarchy.
Selecting the rows and then pressing UPLOAD will create the appropriate tariff
record in the database. You should then re-rate and repeat until all the tariffs
have been entered. You can view the tariff in the website.
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There are some manipulations you can do using the drop down and the numeric
textbox on the form. For example you can choose FACTOR and then enter
perhaps 1.5 to uplift the selected rows by 50%. You can also set the INCREMENT,
MINIUMUM and SETUP amount with this technique.

Remember to select and upload the changed records into the database and
rerate. Changes are not made until you upload so you can close the form without
uploading if you make a mistake.
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CDR Designer Tool
The CDR Designer tool is an advanced facility available if you need to test or add
a CDR source to the system. Usually we will set up and configure the CDR for you
or populate with a pre-existing template.
Select a file and view the raw data by checking the RAW checkbox so you can
decide upon and specify the format of the file. Check the HEADER checkbox if
there is a header line on the file with field names (there usually is) and then
select the format of the file – COMMA, TAB, or COLUMNS for comma-delimited,
tab-delimited or column-delimited files.
The configuration is complex at the moment and we recommend you let us
perform the initial configuration and we expect the usability of this form to
improve over time.
The ATTRIBUTES below indicate that column 2 is the ANUMBER, column 3 the
BNUMBER and so forth. In this case only the CDR COST is specified and the figure
is in pence. The actual column headings are ignored.
2,0,anumber,c|3,0,bnumber,c|4,0,date,c|5,0,time,c|6,0,duration,n,seconds
|8,0,ctext,c|10,0,cost,n,pence
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Glossary
Billing Manager The person responsible for the billing process, particularly the
elimination of suspense call detail records before the monthly
billing run.
Billing Run

A monthly (usually) process to complete billing by eliminating
suspense records and actually creating the bills for the
customer.

Bundle

Mobiles are often provided with a monthly fee which includes a
certain number of calls to a number of destinations. This is the
bundle of free calls which might be identified in mediation
(perhaps the cost is zero) or afterwards as a customer discount.

CDR

Billing data for each call is received as part of a file containing
CDR - Call Detail Records.

DEDS

The DEDS file is received from BT and contains call details for
reverse charges, operator assisted calls and so forth. Some
providers will include these in your CDR otherwise you need to
process this file as CDR separately.

Mediation

The raw CDR file is often massaged to pre-process the data
ready for matching and rating. This usually involves formatting
the number dialled field and recording additional information
such as whether the call was over an ISDN line and so on.

Match

Each call record is matched against a customer record usually
with the CLI field.

Non-Geo

A non-geographic number is typically an 08 number and maps
on to a normal landline number. Our system bills this in two
phases and so you can forward to an international or mobile
number and have the billing done accurately.

Provisioning

The process of setting up a new line with the telecoms provider
and entering the information into the billing database.

Rate

Each call record is rated against a pricelist to product a price for
the call.

Reconciliation

The process undertaken by the billing manager where the
monthly CDR is checked thoroughly before completing the
billing run and sending out the bills to customers.

Suspense

There may be issues when processing a call record that prevent
the matching and rating process from completing. These call
details records are held in a suspense file and the Billing
Manager needs to identify the issues and then re-rate these
records prior to the monthly billing run.
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Tariff

A cost or retail price for a particular destination grouped
together as a pricelist and applied to a customer or a service.

WLR3

This is the protocol used by BT OpenReach to provision new
lines and numbers. It is not supported by our system but you
may find that your provider will manage this process for you.
Otherwise you need to find a system or portal to manage this
relationship with BT OpenReach.
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